The TENTH Annual

Centaur Classic
Golf Outing
Friday – July 13, 2012
Locust Valley Golf Course

step #1 – beat the traffic
step #2 – get out of the carts
step #3 – find stuff
step #4 – talk a lot
step #6 – limber up
step #7 – take a beer to the first tee
another beautiful day at the Classic

but avoid those bunkers (Murphy)

or at least clean up afterwards (Murphy)

and get out of the way of your partners

Dailey – Lewis – Yetter

Marino – Davis – Troutman – Trinkle

Rich DeLeo – Hayden – Sicilia

Russo – Sicilia – Welsh – M. DeLeo
Marzulla – Mayza – Angelo – Bates

McCreesh – Wick – McCall – Kennedy - Angelo

Giles – Boylan – Benfield – Murphy

Mike & Rich DeLeo

The Commissioner speaks

the assembly has other things on their mind

Team Winners: Gamard, Benfield, Murphy, Boylan (and Commissioner DeLeo with the Centaur)

Pink Lady Winners:
Angelo, Marzulla, Mayza, (DeLeo), Bates
The “most honest” golfers
Sicilia – (DeLeo) – Russo – Hayden – Welsh

Johnny B trying to figure out how they won with Murphy on the team

team Mayza planning strategy for next year

Murphy holding court … still